
Chat record 

YP: he is funny in a good way, good tips on discovering the taste first 

YP: so far the slugs only eat the leaves of siberian peatree and autumn olive 

YP: Merci Franck 

SG: Me too - plants dangerously fascinating - stop thinking logically when I see a new plant. 

SG: I would love Martin and Franck to discuss the Nitrogen fixers - I am designing a new bit of my land and I'd like to know what I should do. 

SG: Multiplication des Plantes Fruitières: Ressources végétales 

SG: https://www.amazon.fr/Multiplication-Plantes-Fruiti%C3%A8res-Ressources-
v%C3%A9g%C3%A9tales/dp/B08N99YM8Z/ref=sr_1_2?__mk_fr_FR=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=1UR5ZZJYSBHGD&dchild=1&keywords=franck+nathi%C3%A9&qid=1622730051&s=books&sprefix=franck+nathi%C3%A9%2Cstripbooks%2C169&sr=1-
2 

SG: Thanks, that's a great idea. 

SG: Very funny and very interesting - merci Franck 

Pv: Some provoking things he is saying, good to think about. But not sure if I agree with everything he says though. 

Pv: @Stewart, maybe a good question to ask Martin in the Walnut Bar later today? 

Pv: Nicely done presentation! Food for some nice discussions :D 

Mv: I love this, great to see someone share their mistakes 

CP: accute collectivitis! I think I suffer from that too! 

PL: lol @ exclusive news "slugs eat aphids" 

YB: Hello, looking forward this talk. Are you here Franck to exchange ? 

ME: I'm so happy!!!! 

HK: Haha this is fantastic 

HK: To bad no Q& A we gota debate the pionering nitrogen fixing species 

MC: I'll be there - the walnut tree starts at 1730 (BST) ie half an hour later today 

TA: Super Frank, ton style direct et pratique fait mouche 

RA: Merci, Franck - merveilleux! 

DR: This is great! 

DR: James WOng's Grow for Flavour is really good for taste & nutrition values. 

CM: Brilliant - enjoyed that! 

FW: Very wise words - nothing worse than growing something for 10 years, tobe underwhelmed by the vigour, the yield and the taste 

YE: merci! 

YE: Merci,! et aussi pour la version françai soutitré!! 

 


